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Copyright
INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED IN CONNECTION WITH INTEL® PRODUCTS. NO
LICENSE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, BY ESTOPPEL OR OTHERWISE, TO ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
IS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN INTEL'S TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
FOR SUCH PRODUCTS, INTEL ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER AND INTEL DISCLAIMS ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, RELATING TO SALE AND/OR USE OF INTEL PRODUCTS INCLUDING
LIABILITY OR WARRANTIES RELATING TO FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR
INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, COPYRIGHT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT.
A "Mission Critical Application" is any application in which failure of the Intel Product could result,
directly or indirectly, in personal injury or death. SHOULD YOU PURCHASE OR USE INTEL'S PRODUCTS
FOR ANY SUCH MISSION CRITICAL APPLICATION, YOU SHALL INDEMNIFY AND HOLD INTEL AND ITS
SUBSIDIARIES, SUBCONTRACTORS AND AFFILIATES, AND THE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, AND EMPLOYEES
OF EACH, HARMLESS AGAINST ALL CLAIMS COSTS, DAMAGES, AND EXPENSES AND REASONABLE
ATTORNEYS' FEES ARISING OUT OF, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ANY CLAIM OF PRODUCT LIABILITY,
PERSONAL INJURY, OR DEATH ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF SUCH MISSION CRITICAL APPLICATION,
WHETHER OR NOT INTEL OR ITS SUBCONTRACTOR WAS NEGLIGENT IN THE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE,
OR WARNING OF THE INTEL PRODUCT OR ANY OF ITS PARTS.
Intel may make changes to specifications and product descriptions at any time, without notice. Designers
must not rely on the absence or characteristics of any features or instructions marked "reserved" or
"undefined". Intel reserves these for future definition and shall have no responsibility whatsoever for
conflicts or incompatibilities arising from future changes to them. The information here is subject to
change without notice. Do not finalize a design with this information.
The products described in this document may contain design defects or errors known as errata which
may cause the product to deviate from published specifications. Current characterized errata are
available on request.
Implementations of the I2C bus/protocol may require licenses from various entities, including Philips
Electronics N.V. and North American Philips Corporation.
Intel and the Intel logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.
*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Copyright © 2013, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Watermark Overview
The display watermarks are used to control the display engine memory request behavior.
The default settings of the watermark configuration registers will allow the display engine to operate;
however, they are not optimized for power or memory bandwidth efficiency. The watermark values must
be properly calculated and programmed in order to achieve optimum power and performance.
Incorrectly programmed watermark values can result in screen corruption.
The watermarks should be calculated and programmed when any of the watermark calculation inputs
change. This includes planes enabling or disabling, plane source format or size changing, etc.
Besides programming the watermark registers, there are other display configuration requirements and
registers that must be programmed in order for the display to operate in a low power mode, and there
are memory controller configuration requirements which are not documented here.
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Watermark Calculations
The display watermarks are calculated using information from the display and memory configurations.
The calculation must be done for every enabled display plane and watermark level. The calculated values
are then compared against the maximum allowed values to decide how to program the display
watermark configuration registers.
There are two methods for calculating watermarks. Use the following table to select the method.
Plane Type Watermark Level
Primary
Sprite
Cursor

Watermark Method

WM_PIPE

Method 1

WM_LP*

The lesser of Method 1 and Method 2

WM_PIPE

The lesser of Method 1 and Method 2

WM_LP*

The lesser of Method 1 and Method 2

WM_PIPE

Method 2

WM_LP*

Method 2

Note: See the Memory Values section to find the memory value used in the watermark methods.
Note: Pixel rate may have to be adjusted, see the Pixel Rate Adjustments section.
The ceiling function rounds any non-integer value up to the next greater integer.
Example: ceiling[0.3]=1, ceiling[2.1]=3, ceiling[4.8]=5
The floor function rounds any non-integer value down to the integer.
Example: floor[0.3]=0.0, floor[2.1]=2.0, floor[4.8]=4.0
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Watermark Method 1
Watermark intermediate value = pixel rate MHz * plane source bytes per pixel * memory value
microseconds
Watermark final value = ceiling[(watermark intermediate value / 64) + 2]
Example:
4 bytes per pixel plane source, pixel rate 108 MHz, and memory value of 7.5:
Watermark intermediate value = 108 MHz * 4 Bpp * 7.5 = 3240
Watermark final value = ceiling[(3240 / 64) + 2] = 53
Note: Pixel rate may have to be adjusted, see the Pixel Rate Adjustments section.
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Watermark Method 2
Line time in microseconds = Pipe horizontal total number of pixels / pixel rate MHz
Watermark intermediate value = [floor(memory value microseconds / line time microseconds) + 1] *
plane source width pixels * plane source bytes per pixel
Watermark final value = ceiling[(watermark intermediate value / 64) + 2]
Example:
4 bytes per pixel plane source, 640 pixel plane source width, 12.5 us line time, and memory
value of 1.7:
Watermark intermediate value = [floor(1.7 / 12.5) + 1] * 640 * 4 = 2560
Watermark final value = ceiling[(2560 / 64) + 2] = 42
Example:
4 bytes per pixel plane source, 640 pixel plane source width, 12.5 us line time, and memory
value of 22.0:
Watermark intermediate value = [floor(22.0 / 12.5 us) + 1] * 640 * 4 Bpp = 5120
Watermark final value = ceiling[(5120 / 64) + 2] = 82
Note: Pixel rate may have to be adjusted, see the Pixel Rate Adjustments section.
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Watermark for Frame Buffer Compression
The Frame Buffer Compression (FBC) watermark only needs to be programmed if FBC is enabled.
The FBC watermark is disabled by setting MMIO register ARB_CT 0x45000 bit 15 = 1b.
FBC watermark value = ceiling [((primary plane watermark value * 64) / (horizontal source size * bytes per
pixel)) + 2]
Example:
4 bytes per pixel plane source, 800 pixel plane source width, and primary plane watermark
value of 124:
FBC watermark = ceiling [((124 * 64) / (800 * 4 Bpp)) + 2] = 5
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Watermark Maximum Value
The maximum watermark values for each watermark depend on the display configuration and the data
buffer partitioning selection in WM_MISC 0x45260 bit 0.
The maximums control which watermark levels can be programmed in the watermark registers and which
watermark registers can be enabled.

Pipe Watermark Maximums
These are the maximum values for the WM_PIPE watermarks.
Watermark Maximum
Primary

127

Sprite

127

Cursor

63

If any of the WM_PIPE maximum watermark values are exceeded, the display configuration
cannot be supported.

Low Power Watermark Maximums
These are the maximum values for the WM_LP* watermarks.

Table: Single Display Pipe Enabled
Watermark
Primary

Configuration
Sprite disabled

Maximum
768

Sprite enabled, Data buffer partitioning = 0 384
Sprite enabled, Data buffer partitioning = 1 128
Sprite

Data buffer partitioning = 0

384

Data buffer partitioning = 1

640

Cursor

Any

255

FBC

Any

15 lines
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Table: Multiple Display Pipes Enabled
Watermark Configuration Maximum
Primary

Sprite disabled 256
Sprite enabled 128

Sprite

Any

128

Cursor

Any

64

FBC

Any

15 lines

If the maximum watermark level is exceeded due to the data buffer partitioning selection, it is
preferred to change the data buffer partitioning selection instead of disabling a watermark level.
If the FBC maximum watermark value is exceeded, it is preferred to disable FBC watermarks (set
ARB_CTRL 0x45000 bit 15 = 1) instead of disabling a watermark level.
See the Watermark Calculations section for the formulas used to calculate watermark values.
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Watermark Mappings
There are five sets of memory values, level 0, level 1, level 2, level 3, and level 4. Level 0 is used in both
high and low power modes. Levels 1 through 4 map roughly to increasingly deeper package C states.
There are four sets of watermark registers, WM_PIPE, WM_LP1, WM_LP2, and WM_LP3.

The mapping of the memory values to watermark registers and decision on which watermark registers
can be enabled is based on whether the watermark calculations for a given level exceed the maximum
watermark value. The watermark calculations for a memory level are considered to exceed the maximum
if any plane (primary, sprite, or cursor) watermark value calculated with that memory level value is greater
than the maximum watermark for that plane, after any adjustment to data buffer partitioning.

There are two mappings of the five memory values to the four sets of watermark registers.
WM_PIPE memory value selection = Level 0
WM_LP_1 memory value selection = Level 1
WM_LP_2 memory value selection = Level 2 if watermark calculation for memory value level 4 exceeds
maximum, else level 3
WM_LP_3 memory value selection = Level 3 If watermark calculation for memory value level 4 exceeds
maximum, else level 4
The WM_LP* watermark configuration registers Latency field (bits 30:24) is programmed to twice the
selected memory level.
On Haswell A step the WM_LP* watermark configuration registers Latency field (bits 30:24) is
programmed to match the selected memory level.

A watermark register should only be enabled if the watermark calculations for that register do not
exceed the maximum and the lower level watermark registers are enabled.
WM_PIPE enable if watermark calculation for WM_PIPE does not exceed maximum
WM_LP_1 enable if watermark calculation for WM_LP_1 does not exceed maximum and WM_PIPE is
enabled
WM_LP_2 enable if watermark calculation for WM_LP_2 does not exceed maximum and WM_LP_1 is
enabled
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WM_LP_3 enable if watermark calculation for WM_LP_3 does not exceed maximum and WM_LP_2 is
enabled
The WM_LP* watermark configuration registers Enabled field (bit 31) is programmed to 1b if enabled, 0b
if disabled.
If WM_PIPE is disabled, then the display mode is not supported.

The following examples represent Haswell B step or later.
Table: Example: Level 4 fits maximum
Watermark Register Enable Field Latency Field
WM_LP_1

1

2

WM_LP_2

1

6

WM_LP_3

1
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Table: Example: Level 4 exceeds maximum
Watermark Register Enable Field Latency Field
WM_LP_1

1

2

WM_LP_2

1

4

WM_LP_3

1

6

Table: Example: Level 3 exceeds maximum
Watermark Register Enable Field Latency Field
WM_LP_1

1

2

WM_LP_2

1

4

WM_LP_3

0 (disabled)

N/A
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Pixel Rate Adjustments
The pixel rate is a key input to the watermark calculations. The base pixel rate for watermark calculations
comes from the pixel rate for the selected display resolution. That value is then adjusted depending on
the display configuration as explained below.

Multiple Refresh Rates
When multiple refresh rates are programmed for a single display pipe, use the fastest pixel rate for the
watermark calculation base pixel rate.
The WM_LINETIME register Line Time field (bits 8:0) is programmed using the smallest line time when
using multiple refresh rates.

Interlacing
When the display pipe configuration is set to the Progressive Fetch - Interlace Display (PF-ID) mode, the
watermark calculation pixel rate must be doubled.
The WM_LINETIME register Line Time field (bits 8:0) is not adjusted for Interlacing.

Panel Fitter Down Scaling
When a panel fitter is enabled and down scaling (panel fitter window size is less than pipe source size for
either the horizontal or vertical dimension), the watermark calculation pixel rate must be increased by the
down scale amount.
Both the panel fitter vertical and horizontal down scale amounts must be multiplied together to give the
total down scale amount. If any down scale amount is less than 1, replace it with 1 (see second example).
Horizontal down scale amount = Pipe horizontal source size / Panel fitter horizontal window size
Vertical down scale amount = Pipe vertical source size / Panel fitter vertical window size
Total down scale amount = Horizontal down scale amount (if less than 1, use 1 instead) * Vertical down
scale amount (if less than 1, use 1 instead)
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Example:
Down scale in both vertical and horizontal with a 1920x1080 source size and
1700x964 window size
Horizontal down scale amount = 1920 / 1700 = 1.13
Vertical down scale amount = 1080 / 964 = 1.12
Total down scale amount = 1.13 * 1.12 = 1.27
Pixel rate must be multiplied by 1.27 to compensate for down scale

Example:
Down scale in only horizontal with a 1920x1080 source size and 1700x1120 window size
Horizontal down scale amount = 1920 / 1700 = 1.13
Vertical down scale amount = 1080 / 1120 = 0.96 (less than 1 so use 1 instead in the next
calculation)
Total down scale amount = 1.13 * 1 = 1.13
Pixel rate must be multiplied by 1.13 to compensate for down scale

When both panel fitter down scaling and progressive fetch - interlace (PF-ID) display is enabled, the pixel
rate increases will multiply together. For example PF-ID with total downscale 1.10 requires pixel rate to
be multiplied by 2.20.
The WM_LINETIME register Line Time field (bits 8:0) is not adjusted for panel fitter down scaling.

IPS
The WM_LINETIME register IPS Line Time field (bits 24:0) is programmed specifically for IPS, using core
display clock as the frequency.
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Multiple Pipes
When multiple display pipes are enabled, calculate the watermark separately for every enabled plane and
level. Program WM_PIPE separately for each enabled pipe. Consolidate the level 1 to level 4 plane results
by choosing the maximum value from all pipes, then follow the Watermark Mappings section to find the
mapping and which watermarks can be enabled.
The maximum watermark values are changed when multiple pipes are enabled. See the watermark
maximum value tables.
Example: Primary planes enabled on three pipes and the low power watermark maximum is 256
Calculated pipe A primary plane Level 1 watermark value = 20
Calculated pipe B primary plane Level 1 watermark value = 22 (greatest)
Calculated pipe C primary plane Level 1 watermark value = 18
Consolidated primary plane Level 1 watermark value = 22
...same sort of consolidation repeated across all levels...
Consolidated primary plane Level 2 watermark value = 60
Consolidated primary plane Level 3 watermark value = 108
Consolidated primary plane Level 4 watermark value = 300 (exceeds the maximum,
so level 4 will not be used)
Result:
WM_LP_1 enabled, latency 2, and primary watermark 20.
WM_LP_2 enabled, latency 4, and primary watermark 60.
WM_LP_3 enabled, latency 6, and primary watermark 108.
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Memory Values
The values for a given memory configuration are found in the MCHBAR PCU 0:0:0 0x5D10 SSKPD register
which can also be accessed through GTTMMADR 0x145D10.

There are two separate fields for WM0, the level 0 watermark. If New WM0 (bits 63:56) is nonzero, use that field for watermark calculations, otherwise use Old WM0 (bits 3:0) for watermark
calculations.

Table: SSKPD Register Definition
Symbol

Name

MSb:LSb

New WM0 New Level 0 63:56

Description
New WM0 field
Number of microseconds for level 0 (0.1us granularity).
00h=0us
01h=0.1us
...
FFh=25.5us

Reserved

Reserved

55:41

Reserved

WM4

Level 4

40:32

Number of microseconds for level 4 (0.5us granularity).
000h=0us
001h=0.5us
...
1FFh=255.5us

Reserved

Reserved

31:29

Reserved

WM3

Level 3

28:20

Number of microseconds for level 3 (0.5us granularity).
000h=0us
001h=0.5us
...
1FFh=255.5us

WM2

Level 2

19:12

Number of microseconds for level 2 (0.5us granularity).
00h=0us
01h=0.5us
...
FFh=127.5us
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Symbol

Name

MSb:LSb

WM1

Level 1

11:4

Old WM0

Old Level 0

3:0

Description
Number of microseconds for level 1 (0.5us granularity).
00h=0us
01h=0.5us
...
FFh=127.5us
Old WM0 field
Number of microseconds for level 0 (0.1us granularity).
0h=0us
1h=0.1us
...
Fh=1.5us
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Display Low Power Configuration Requirements
Besides programming the watermark registers, there are other configuration requirements and registers
that must be programmed in order for the display to operate in a low power mode
The following requirements represent the static values required for lower power modes and the listing
order does not indicating a programming sequence. See the display programming document for
programming sequence information.
Besides the display configuration requirements there are memory controller configuration requirements
which are not documented here. Those should be programmed by the BIOS Memory Reference Code
(MRC).

Display Configuration Register Requirements for Display Low Power Level 1
Pipe watermark values programmed per watermark calculation:
WM_PIPE_A 0x45100 Pipe Primary Watermark, Pipe Sprite Watermark, Pipe Cursor Watermark
= Calculated values for primary plane, sprite plane, and cursor plane
WM_PIPE_B 0x45104 Pipe Primary Watermark, Pipe Sprite Watermark, Pipe Cursor Watermark
= Calculated values for primary plane, sprite plane, and cursor plane
WM_PIPE_C 0x45200 Pipe Primary Watermark, Pipe Sprite Watermark, Pipe Cursor Watermark
= Calculated values for primary plane, sprite plane, and cursor plane
Watermark line time values programmed per screen resolution:
WM_LINETIME_A 0x45270 bits [8:0] = Pipe A line time in multiples of 0.125 microseconds
WM_LINETIME_B 0x45274 bits [8:0] = Pipe B line time in multiples of 0.125 microseconds
WM_LINETIME_C 0x45278 bits [8:0] = Pipe C line time in multiples of 0.125 microseconds
Low Power 1 watermark enabled:
WM_LP1 0x45108 bit 31 = 1
Low Power 1 watermark memory configuration value comes from SSKPD:
WM_LP1 0x45108 bits [30:24] = Value matching the selected level from SSKPD
Low Power 1 watermark calculated values programmed:
WM_LP1 0x45108 bits [23:0] = Calculated values for primary plane, FBC, and cursor plane
WM_LP1_SPR 0x45120 bits [9:0] = Calculated values for sprite plane
VGA plane disabled:
VGA_CONTROL 0x41000 bit 31 = 1
IPS watermark line time value programmed per screen resolution (If IPS is enabled):
WM_LINETIME_A 0x45270 bits [8:0] = Pipe A IPS line time in multiples of 0.125 microseconds
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Display Configuration Register Requirements for Display Low Power Level 2
Low Power Level 2 has all of the above requirements for Low Power Level 1, plus the additional
requirements below.
Low Power 2 watermark enabled:
WM_LP2 0x4510C bit 31 = 1
Low Power 2 watermark memory configuration value comes from SSKPD:
WM_LP2 0x4510C bits [30:24] = Value for the selected level from SSKPD
Low Power 2 watermark calculated values programmed:
WM_LP2 0x4510C bits [23:0] = Calculated values for primary plane, FBC, and cursor plane
WM_LP2_SPR 0x45124 bits [9:0] = Calculated values for sprite plane

Display Configuration Register Requirements for Display Low Power Level 3
Low Power Level 3 has all of the above requirements for Low Power Level 2, plus the additional
requirements below.
Low Power 3 watermark enabled:
WM_LP3 0x45110 bit 31 = 1
Low Power 3 watermark memory configuration value comes from SSKPD:
WM_LP3 0x45110 bits [30:24] = Value for the selected level from SSKPD
Low Power 3 watermark calculated values programmed:
WM_LP3 0x45110 bits [23:0] = Calculated values for primary plane, FBC, and cursor plane
WM_LP3_SPR 0x45128 bits [9:0] = Calculated values for sprite plane
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